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Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting
Date – 28th November 2017
Venue - The Fourcroft Hotel, Tenby
Committee members present

Guests present

Chairman - David Tudor Thomas
Trevor Hallett
Harry Gardiner
Albie Smosarski
Richard Wingfield
Jacqui Wingfield
Neil Westerman
David Glennerster

1. Apologies for absence
Received from Keith Clark, Edna Greenhalgh and Howard Rawson-Humphries.
2. Minutes of meeting 10th October 2017
The minutes were accepted as a true record.
3. Matters arising from 10th October 2017 meeting
• (3.3) Scotsborough House – no progress to report. DG is putting together a talk on the Ritec and
will pass any relevant information about Scotsborough House to DTT – carry forward.
• (4.2) Saundersfoot Harbour development –DTT has heard from CEO Michael Davies who
suggested a meeting in February 2018. DTT to follow up next January.
• (4.4) St Catherine’s Island – RW thanked DTT for his most informative talk for members on Friday
25th November and suggested that TCS could be more obviously linked to the Island (on the photos
used on the talks and/or website for example). DTT & JW to progress.
• (6.0) Plaque renovations – see 8.6 below
• (7.4) Guide Book – DTT, HG and NW have all now provided their contributions to AS. AS has
further work to do now on Castle Hill, St Mary’s Church and the Tudor House. DTT offered to put
AS in touch with John Harrison who has collated much historical information about the church.
• (9.1) Trees on South Parade – DTT write letter in due course – carry forward

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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•
•
•
•
•

(9.1a) Town Team – no further meetings have been advised and it seems unlikely that this particular
group will be active now Laurence Blackhall is no longer mayor. DTT/RW will draft final comments
and pass to Tenby Town Council.
(9.2) Active Travel Consultation – See 8.3 below
(9.3) Trees near the station – DTT has written to Mr Beesley and heard no more. Item now closed.
(5.0) Standing Order form – has been sent to members with the November 2017 Newsletter
(9.5) Smart Meters – DTT to include a piece in his next Newsletter – carry forward

4. Correspondence
A letter was received from Arthur Squibbs covering a number of points – the high quality of the
Newsletter, the excellent works taking place up at Allen’s View including the addition of the
sculptures and a number of points on public transport and traffic issues which have been taken up by
NW.
Contact was also received via the website from Lawrence Hourihane on the subject of public
transport. This was also passed onto NW.
5. Membership
No changes to report.
6. Treasurers Report
NatWest current account
National Savings
TOTAL

£ 1,698.92
£ 9,133.96
£10,832.88

Allen’s View

£773.17 (including £20 donation from Marion Hutton)

We are still waiting for the Rotarians cheque for £1,000 for the wood carvings – HG/DTT to chase
again (Rhodri Evans, Graham Fry or Tom Hutton?) as the delay may impact our ability to replace the
benches up at Allen’s View by Spring 2018.
AS to provide HG with a full breakdown of this year’s income and expenditure on Allen’s View.
AS advised that the sculptures at Allen’s View could only be insured against fire damage – all agreed
to go ahead with the insurance policy amendment and thanked AS for persevering with the insurance
company to get a resolution.
7. Planning
HG circulated his summary report on current planning applications – see Appendix 1 for details.
Comments on the proposed change of use from retail to take-away were not submitted in time for the
forthcoming appeal by Domino’s Pizza. However, HG/DTT will now prepare a statement and will attend
the hearing which commences on 5th December. If the hearing follows the format of the St Catherine’s
Island appeal there is a good chance that the TCS statement will be taken into account and there may be
an opportunity to speak from the floor.
8. Current Projects Update
8.1 Website – DTT raised the subject of TCS hosting an events calendar (for local people rather than
visitors) to be ‘of benefit’ to Tenby as per the TCS constitution. Other websites have attempted to do
Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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this, as does the Tenby Observer, but the information is either out of date or incomplete or both. DTT
will investigate further (Andy Adamson at the Tenby Observer, Dan Warder at Tenby Chamber of
Trade, Andrew Davies at Tenby Town Council) to better understand the difficulties they have
experienced and perhaps how we can all work together to make it a success.
8.2 Characterisation Study –
a) Phase 1 – RW mapping with the help of Steven Jones (PCNP Operations Manager) – c/f
b) Phase 2 – “Approaches to Tenby” will be reviewed as follows by the committee
• DTT – station and station approaches - COMPLETE
• RW/JW – golf course/Black Rock – SOME ADDITIONS TO MAKE
• DG – Marsh Road
• NW – The Croft - COMPLETE
• HG – Narberth Road
• AS – Harbour
• DTT – Greenhill Road/Deer Park
We will then look at Old Narberth Road and Broadwell Hayes. RW thanked DTT & NW for their
excellent work and will add into his piece the comments received from members on the golf course
approach.
It is understood that the work here is voluntary and therefore no hard deadlines are possible. HG
stated that it was an excellent opportunity to highlight any aspects that are important to TCS – trees
and planting, particular groups of buildings etc.
8.3 Allen’s View – HG has constructed a successful test hole for siting the owl sculptures so will
attend to this when time/volunteers allow. He also asked that anyone wishing to donate any large
shrubs from their gardens should get in touch as there are a number of gaps at Allen’s View that need
to be filled. The shed remains an issue – another temporary repair has been made to the guttering. No
further bulb planting will be done now as we will wait to see the success rate from the 500-odd bulbs
that have been planted so far. HG continues to progress the wrought iron benches and intends to
contact Mike Davies in Manorbier along with the contact in Pembroke Dock. HG will contact the
Davies family about their bench plaque and possible abbreviation in due course, once a bench
supplier has been agreed. Permanent protective fencing has been erected adjacent to the ‘perch’
bench to prevent trampling of new planting. TH suggested a public plan of the planting arrangement
on display to help the public avoid planted areas. DTT will write a letter to Marion Hutton thanking
her for the £20 donation to Allen’s View.
8.4 Public Transport – NW has received a good deal of feedback following his piece published in
the Tenby Observer a few weeks ago. Mr L Hourihane suggested some alternative amendments and
highlighted potential problems such as the width of the Narberth tunnel. He has since provided more
detailed information such as Section 4.92 of the Budget on the subject of Welsh Rail infrastructure
improvements. A letter from Mr & Mrs R Windsor of Saundersfoot highlighted the lack of bus
service through Moreton whilst a letter from Vivian and Judith Williams of The Glebe, Tenby
expressed regret at the loss of the Tenby Town bus service. NW has now written to Owen Roberts at
Pembrokeshire County Council (letter dated 20th November 2017) making a number of suggestions
and alternatives to greatly improve local services and access to other long distance routes such as the
T5 from Haverfordwest and awaits a reply. Ken Skates (Welsh Assembly) may be the next contact if
escalation of the train issues is required.
8.5 Cyber Security – RW has completed and circulated a draft of the policy. There is one
amendment on the subject of membership records (electronic – spreadsheet – password protected regularly backed up) to be made after which the policy will be adopted and filed. HG can now delete
any membership records he has on his computer.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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8.6 Heritage Plaques – DTT circulated a complete list of all the heritage plaques in Tenby along
with an assessment of their state of repair. There are 8 deemed a priority and he will begin the
process of getting the permission of the householders to remove and renovate, preferably in batches,
as part of a rolling programme of repairs and renovations.
9. AOB
9.1 Wheelchair Access – AS raised the important topic of wheelchair access and disabled routes in
the town. He regularly finds wheelchair users stranded near Cofion Books as accessible routes are
not signposted at all. In addition, the number of A-frames on pavements makes getting around very
difficult. All agreed that despite a Town Council ‘walkabout’ earlier in the year highlighting such
problems, nothing had been implemented to improve access and it was important that TCS now
follow this project through to a conclusion – photographic evidence (including obstacle A-frames,
parking on pavements by disabled badge holders and others etc) together with pressure on Tenby
Town Council to issue and enforce removal notices will begin straight away. AS will kick off the
process by drafting a letter to Tenby Town Council.
9.2 LDP Review – DTT/HG to review whether TCS need to be part of the review process, creating a
new PCC LDP through to 2033. If so we need to register.
9.3 Conservation Area – HG attended a recent meeting where expansion of the Conservation Area
was discussed. The committee made a number of suggestions for additions which HG will collate
and report at the next Conservation Area meeting early in 2018.
9.4 TCS Awards – all members to forward suggestions for awards to DTT as soon as possible.
Three suggestions so far are the new dwelling at Noe Acre, the building next to the Fire Station on
South Parade and the building at the end of The Croft which is finally seeing some glass put into the
window frames. Whether any of these will be ready by April 2018 is questionable but we can review
next year.
9.5 Manorbier Mill – DG advised members that significant works had been undertaken at the Old
Mill in Manorbier adjacent to the beach. The area is well worth a visit having been completely
derelict and overgrown for years.
10. Next Meeting
Tuesday 30th January 2018 at 2pm, Fourcroft Hotel

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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APPENDIX 1

Comments submitted on recent applications Planning Sub Cottee T C S. 28.11.17
NP/17/0603/FUL The Boathouse Sergeants Lane Tenby
We welcome the use and alterations proposed in this attractive and under-used pedestrian lane, re the attractive
door/windows, however we would advise that powder coated aluminium is prone to oxidation lifting patches of
the paint layer off and may well need repainting after 5 to 10 years time in Tenby’s salty atmosphere.( the town
was covered in spray in the latest storm. ) Powder coated aluminium proves more difficult to repaint than wood so
its advantages for not needing repainting are illusory after six years or so and it then proves awkward to repaint and
may well need it as frequently as wood with other paint than the heat processed powder awkward to arrange off
site for windows. Some heritage plaques have cost half the purchase price to recoat.
NP/17/0611/FUL Rear extension 8 St Davids Close, Tenby
No objections; no neighbour ,space or design issues with a sensible limited rear extension to an attractive
property with a mature garden.
NP/17/0625 Conversion of garage to office St Mary’s Rectory, Church Park, Tenby.
No neighbour or design issues. A condition requiring the office use to remain a minor ancillary use to residential
could cover a change in ownership and expansion of the office use, as expansion of a minor use to a full use of the
site has been allowed without a further application and this has been a cause for concern elsewhere with other use
class ‘minor’ changes.
NP17/0558/FUL, House, St Marys Hill Tenby
As the south and west elevations will be prominent above the valley around the Green and the Salterns we felt
that stone faced elevations might be more in character with this area than render. The front elevation is proposed
for stone facing but is much less visible. Stone facing will prove less expensive to maintain long term than rendered
paint. Several recent stone faced renovations have successfully added to the character of the town with. No other
concerns.
NP/17/0274 revised car parking and access Old Postal Depot, the Green Tenby
1. Lowering the height of the boundary wall to The Green is a sensible step to help visibility into and out of the
site; movements in and out are already causing delays to traffic flow.
2. A site visit is needed - the plans seem inadequate and inaccurate; a) the Co-op building appears some two
metres mis–positioned b) the floor plan of the retail units is inaccurate c) none of the existing Co-op parking
spaces are shown d) the cobbled area recently installed is not shown e) the gates proposed to the garden car
space appear to involve crossing two existing Co-op parking spaces
f) sadly this continues previous unclear plans.
3. Driving in and out of the disabled space proposed with a car in the adjoining space will be very difficult even
before the car emerges across the flow of vehicles in and out. The sideways parking space poses real
problems entering and leaving unless the vehicle is equipped to move sideways
4. We wonder if the applicant owns the wall proposed for lowering or the entrance included in red; are there
not legal formalities to be observed? Aspects of the proposals are welcome but the other business with a
material interest in how the combined site works and an with apparent legal property interest should be
notified.
5. There is no Design and Access Statement; surely in this case quite crucial, including both site users and
parking areas.
NP/17/0614/TPO Prune to 8 Metres T1 Lime The Chalet Narbeth Road Tenby
Reduction of this large tree seems timely but the reduction appears to be a lot, the red line cut indicated looks
excessively low - leaving a very “amputated appearance” for a few years . Further growth as existing could create
safety issues for the house so less drastic action is certainly justified.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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NP/17/0619 Tree works Hafod y Werydd, Heywood Lane.
The tree report provides clear explanations of the maturity problems and consequent work needed. We are
concerned that re-planting is not mentioned, with less tall vigorous species?
The mature trees canopy extends over St Davids Close and even over the opposite house gardens, but the extent of
cutting back there was not clear; the case for a lot of canopy cut back over St David’s Close for safety and light and
some nuisance reasons is strong. Also there is perhaps a need for hedging planting along the unfenced part of the
boundary with St Davids Close. Overall we welcome the intent of the management proposed.
Pre Application Consultation housing proposal, adjoining ’Spring’ Narbeth Road Tenby.
Our preliminary comments are; - that the new junction proposed for Hill Park is worse than the current split
junction, and that a southbound slip lane is needed for it as well as a northbound right turning central lane; - the site
layout relies on a banked up new roadway with a ‘dead’ slope down to the stream boundary: the house types are
more appropriate for a flat site and close to the adjoining house , however a higher road would allow split level
houses with entry at first floor more appropriate to a sloping site which would have longer gardens down the slope.(
A type successful in Saundersfoot and Penally but absent in Tenby) Other aspects of the proposals are welcomed,
being well documented and appropriate to this location . Details will be sent to the applicant.

Discussion of the fascia treatment of Bar 10 in St Georges Street, Tenby.
1) The sparkly silver discs wobbling in the wind covering all the fascia created opposing opinions in the Civic
Society Executive Committee. Several felt it was ok and certainly it and the shop front and internal window
decoration was much better than many shops in the centre and on St Georges Street. Others thought it inappropriate
on a listed building fascia in a Conservation Area given quite detailed policies in the shops SPG, and it smacked of a
night club. One thought it and other premises showed a marked decline in frontage signage design over the last few
years.
2) There was universal surprise ( and some horror) that this could be considered a priority for enforcement by
yourselves when M and Cos’ monster external window vinyls are not. The visual scale of these is really
objectionable in a centre that is a Conservation Area and when, functionally, a normal window would allow racks of
stock to be seen, as in all those other windows they have. The vinyls appear of temporary quality as they are already
peeling.
3) Arising from discussion of this range of views, the Planning Sub committee felt
A) the worst over-signage-cluttered shop fronts in the Conservation Area ( see clutter, 4) below ) could be identified
and contacted by the LPA and given say a year to put this right before any review of enforcement or planning
applications were required. Given the large amount of unauthorised signage some of which is poor, one
enforcement would seem unfair.
B) Bar 10 could be asked to put their fascia lettering in the sparkly silver discs, leaving the rest of the fascia panel
clear.
C) Enforcement seems the only step remaining for Billy Can’s internal illuminated sign.
D) M and Co should be asked to remove at least the red vinyl panel.
4) The other shop/frontages that members of the committee thought were much worse than Bar 10 are
especially those that have stuck up a lot of clutter of unauthorised plastic info notices in addition to premises fascia
names (which latter are usually quite acceptable) often all over the ground floor elevation. Examples mentioned
include, the rock and sweet shops and fish and chip shops in St Georges St.; the Former Candy on two elevations and
fixed to bollards in Crackwell Street; Tenby Rugby Club ( not as bad as it was since repainting ); the illuminated sign
on the Billy Can frontage in Lower Frog St.; the down at heel clutter on the Prince of Wales entrance.
None of this clutter has any in-character Victorian or modern design elegance, which so many other premises signage
has achieved, often without needing to obtain planning permission !
On balance, pursuing Bar 10 appears to be picking the wrong first target; the red vinyl and multiple plastic panels of
other premises are doing more to create shouty clutter out of character with the Victorian character of the centre and
Conservation Area. Giving time for tidying up of the worst seems preferable to one seemingly random enforcement.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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The views of the Planning Sub-committee of Tenby Civic Society on the Land off Narbeth Road pre application
proposal are below. planning@andrewgranger.co.uk <http://planning@andrewgranger.co.uk>
( We and others had difficulty accessing the plans. Those going to Tenby Library found no hard copy nor were the library aware of internet access. The Drox box address
was so long it proved impossible to type it in correctly, so anyone wanting to comment appears to have needed someone with the email details to re=email it to them.
Once accessed the dropbox files were fine and the standard in them is as good as we have seen in PAC’s.)

1.

We suggest two improvements to the scheme below, to meet our two areas of concern. All the
remainder of the scheme suits the site and represent a sensible scheme and we welcome all the other
aspects. Development here will be mostly tucked down the slope and not reduce the Value of the “Green
Wedge” so important to separate New Hedges from Tenby on the approach to Tenby. The site will not be
intervisible from other areas or viewpoints around Tenby, so will meet PCNP Local Plan landscape policies.
The site has been and is identified for housing in Local Plan policies.
2. The new junction proposed for Lady Park is a step backwards from the present filter lanes for current
turning movements. Vehicles filtering left in and left out will have to be much slower turning and delay
other south bound Narberth Road traffic. Whilst a central right turn lane is proposed for the 14 new houses
the opportunity for a right turn northbound lane for the many more houses in Lady Park is left out.
(a) we suggest that a new Lady Park junction be moved further north to enable a north bound central right turn
lane for Lady Park as well as the proposed south bound right turn lane for the new site.
(b) the eastern side of Narberth road leading to that new Lady Park junction should have a short southbound left
turn slip lane, simply continuing the widening required for the new site’s central turning lane.
(c ) The Tenby planting and welcome sign and Traffic message sign will have to be moved (almost whatever new
Lady Park junction is chosen) so could re-positioned further south in the area of the verge and then redundant
southbound filter road, all grassed over.
3 The proposal is for house types suited to a flat site require large amounts of made ground and embankmenting
for the southern leg of the site west access road. The proposed houses mostly have short gardens, have restricted
rear aspects and will block the aspect of the existing adjoining house “Spring”. The west side of the proposed access
road will be raised up a lot and leave a very steep slopes down to the boundary and stream, leaving a dead unused
part of the site, presumably involving site maintenance charges to new owners/tenants.
(a) we suggest a shorter south leg of the site road aligned closer in along the western boundary of the “Spring”
property , with houses sunk into the slope so access was at first floor level, all designed to fit down into the slope to
the west of the road.( the ‘ground’ floor would be at basement level to the road) These houses could then have
longer gardens facing down the slope to the west boundary and stream. This type of house would visually sit “
into” the site’s landscape better and several schemes of this type locally exist on slopes in Saundersfoot and
Penally. Post war housing on slopes in Tenby have ignored this possibility and been of a poor site and landscape
design standard. Policies in the PCNP Local Plan require a fit with landscape; as other aspects of this scheme
clearly recognise.
(b) this approach has several merits; the northern site road could be much as planned; our road would cost less,
being shorter and needing much less embankment; it could be possible to fit more houses in and to angle plots to
face diagonally south more for views and light: there would less blocking of outlook from “Spring” and more privacy
all round than the present scheme ; also future planning would allow for further houses to be built on the sizeable
“Spring” plot if that became available, relative levels across the boundary being quite manageable, “Spring” being set
well below the level of the roadway. There are currently and into the future a shortage of housing sites in Tenby
identified in the Local Plan – which would make a windfall site here welcome in the future.
NP/17/0649/FUL Garage and extension Ridgeway Northcliffe ,Tenby
We were concerned that the rear garage proposed would be too close to the pavement and road, so visually
intrusive and out of character with the street scene of large houses set back from the pavement, and with a lack of
good visibility for vehicles driving out, thereby being a hazard.
Re positioning the garage back against the rear extension proposed would avoid those problems and provide the
opportunity for a door through the shared wall with the extension, potentially reducing foundation and wall costs.
There would only be a minor loss of the smaller new window proposed on that shared wall.
We hope this suggestion is practical as it would improve the visual impact of the proposals and in a significant way
improve the functionality of the garage.
NP/17/0627/FUL Equipment cabinet, Kiln Park Tenby
The bare functionality of the unit might justify some screening planting; no other concerns.
Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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NP/17/0667/TPO Pruning to tree, The Old Rectory , The Norton Tenby
No objections to minor trimming, essential at intervals for trees close to buildings.
NP/17/0651/TPO Tree work, rear of Marsh road Garage, Marsh road / The Green Tenby.
Most of the pruning and felling is appropriate timely tree care on a slope of little value for other uses, and which
forms a valuable green screen along the former quarry and old cliffs.
Tree G 9, Wych Elm we do not feel justifies felling; all elms are probably at eventual risk, but felling this one appears
premature.
Tree G10 Sycamore “overhanging steep bank” - the plans scale is so small that it is hard to be sure which trees are
being referred to. If this is the tree in the attached photo then there is clear justification for removing the nonvertical base stem branches, and maybe the rest if inspection on site confirms risk or instability. Other sycamores
along the car park boundary have already been cut back or are currently of minor proportions.
As unauthorised treework has happened in these TPOs before we welcome the sensible management proposed in
this application.
( the tree officer Mike Higgins replied with, in effect, a management plan for the whole site, in three strips – larger
better trees along the top screening house beyond, a middle strip of pollarded trees so they would grow lower, finally a bottom tree-less strip along the boundaries to the uses along the valley to avoid future conflict. I wrote to
welcome this clearer scheme )

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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